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Rules: 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Fight! Typhoon Blitz" is a two-player game that reproduces the Typhoon operation launched in September 1941. This 

series is designed using a game scale / game system that is in common with the three series of the "Fighting! Leningrad 

Blitz", "Fighting! Smolensk Blitz", and "Fighting!  

Can you win the vast Russian plains and win the early fierce battle between Germany and Germany? Fate depends on 

your decision! 

(1) Scale. 

This work represents the following scale: 

i. One hex: about one mile (16 km) 

ii. 1 turn: about 10 to 15 days 

iii. 1 unit: Division unit 

(2) Method of calculation 

When the number is halved, the total is rounded down. 

2.0  COMPONENTS 

The following items are included in this work. 

• 1 full map 

• One counter sheet (252 counters) 

• One rules book (this book) 

In addition, prepare an opaque container and a dice (6 sided -1d6). 

 

2.1. Map 

(1) Map: the area where this battle took place. 

- Hex/hexside: Hexagon squares (hereinafter referred to as hexes) are superimposed on the map to clarify the placement 
and movement of counters in the game. 

The terrain involved when traversing a hex edge is called "hexside" terrain. 

- Initial placement hex: It represents the placement of the Axis and Soviet troops at the start of the game (see 4.0). 

- Supply source hexs: A hex with a red contact mark indicates that it is a supply source for Soviet units. A hex with a gray 
supply mark indicates that it is a supply source for the Axis unit. 

- Bridge: A river hexside crossed by a road or rail line is a bridge hexside. A river hexside not crossed by a road or rail line 
is not a bridge hexside. 

- Range of use: The inside surrounded by thick black lines is the range used in this game. This outside is only used in the 
consolidation campaign and is treated as out of map during this game. 

 

(2) Charts: Charts, tracks, layout boxes, etc. are printed around the map. 

* Combat result table (see 10.4). 
* Turn track (see 5.0). 
* Terrain key (see 9.2, 10.0) 
* Entry available box (see 12.0) 
* Guard unit conversion box (GD convert) (see 15.2). 
 
2.2. The counters 
There are two types of counters that appear in this game: units that represent the units that actually appeared, and markers 
/ command chits that are used for auxiliary purposes. 
There are two types of units: HQ and combat units. 
 
2.2.1. Combat unit 
(1) Nationality: The combat units represent the units that participated in this campaign and are color-coded by nationality. 

 

 



Full strength side (front): 

    Mechanized unit    Non-Mechanized 

   Unit belonging     Unit belonging  

    Line of Start        

  Unit type 

  Attack Strength   Defense Strength Movement Allowance Combat Strength  Movement allowance 

 

    HQ (non-mechanized) 

         Command range   Set up initial Reinforcement 

    Name of HQ (At start belonging)         

  Combat Strength Movement allowance 

 

Reduced strength (back): 

                        Set up initial   Reinforcement Special rules 

                              
List of military symbols   

 Armored army HQ (Panzerarmee)/Army HQ 

 Panzerarmee command chit 

 Army command chit 

 Security division 

 Infantry division 

 Motorized infantry division 

 Mechanized division 

 Panzer/tanks 

Cavalry 

See special rules 15.1: 

Reserve order             OKH order 

    

Soviet army reinforcement chit:   German army reinforcement chit:  

 

Supply procedure:  

Guderian command chit:  

Command chit (reverse):  

HQ command chits: German:   Soviet:  

 

List of nationality colors:   

Axis forces: 

German Defense Force Division: Gray 

German SS Division: Black 

Soviet army red army: red brown 



Red Army Guard: Red 

combat unit abbreviation 

Axis forces:  

Pz (: Armor) 

M (: Motorized infantry) 

DR: (SS Das Reich) 

 

Soviet army: 

C: Cavalry (cavalry)  

M: Motorized (motorized Rifles)  

T: Tank (tank)  

G: Guard 

 

Armored Army Headquarters (Panzerarmee, Panzer army) 

Army Headquarters 

 

Armored Army Command (Panzerarmee) 

Army headquarters 

Security Division 

Infantry / Rifle Division 

Motorized infantry Division 

Mechanized Division 

Panzer/Tanks 

Cavalry 

 

(2) Unit display: Refer to the illustration on page 1-2 for ratings and symbols printed on combat units. 

- Military symbol: Indicates the type of unit. 

- Unit belonging color line at start: It´s color is only intended to help to locate the area of the map where the unit is set up 

at game start. 

At the time of start the belonging color line is used only at the time of initial deployment, and has nothing to do with activation, 

movement, or combat of the unit. (See 4.0). 

- Unit name: Represents the unit name or unit number. 

- Appearance information: 

Military units: At Start For units with a line of belong, the entry information indicates the army that was assigned at initial 

deployment. (See 4.0 (2)) 

- No appearance information: Placed in a available box and appears on the game as a reinforcement. (See 4.0 (3)) 

OPT: Use when using selection rules. (See 15.2) 

- Combat Strength: 

Used for combat resolution. (See 10.0) 

Units that are mechanized are divided into two parts: attack strength and defense strength.  

Non-mechanized units only have 1 combat strength number, which is used when attacking and defending. 

- Movement allowance: It represents the range that can be moved. (See 9.0) 

 

(3) Strength side: 

Most combat units have a full-strength side (front) and reduced-strength side (back) with decreased combat strength. 

Some only have a full-strength side (their back is blank). Combat losses flip a combat unit to its reduced-strength side (or 

eliminate it if it has no reduced-strength side. Combat units are set up or enter the game on their full-strength side.  

 

2.22. Headquarters (HQs) 

The HQ represent the high-echelon formations (armies) that historically took part in the campaign- They are color-coded 

like the combat units. The HQ is a special combat unit, and has the special abilities of a command range in addition to the 
abilities of a normal combat unit. (See 13.0). 

- Command type: 

There are two types of army headquarters: army and armored army (Panzer). 

Each HQ of armored army (Panzerarmee) has 2 Command Chits (2PzA, one of them is the 'Guderian' Chit), and may be 
activated twice during a turn. 

- Set up information: This is shown by the colored band, coded as for the combat units, at the time of initial deployment. 

- Command range: Indicates the range of combat units that can be activated by the HQ. (See 8.2). 

- Combat strength: It is the same as the normal combat unit's combat strength. (See 10.0). 

- Movement allowance: The same as the movement allowance of a regular combat unit, it represents the range that can 

be moved. (See 9.0). 

 

 



2.23. Command chits. 

The command chits are used to activate a specific HQ, which in turn activate combat units to move ant attack, or to launch 

reinforcements. Every turn, a number of axis and soviet command chits are placed in the same cup, from which they are 
randomly drawn one by one. (Refer to 6.0 and 7.0). 

There are the following types of instruction chits: 

- HQ Command Chit: Each HQ Command Chit corresponds to a HQ unit on the map. (Refer to 8.0). 

- Guderian command chit (see Axis / 6.3, 7.3). 

- Reserve Forces command Chit (See USSR Forces / special Rule 15.1). 

- Reinforcement command chit (Refer to 1 Axis / 1 Soviet Union / 12.0). 

- Supply chit (common / refer to 11.0). 

 

2.24. Markers. 

The following types of markers are used in this game:  

Turn marker: Placed on the turn track to indicate the current number of turns. 

 

3.0. Game basics. 

 

3.1. Stacking. 

Having multiple friendly units in the same hex is called "stacking". 

- Up to two units (including HQ units) can be placed in the same hex, whether full or reduced strength. 

- Axis and Soviet units cannot be stacked in the same hex. 

- Stacking limits are determined at the end of movement, retreat and advance after combat and when reinforcements are 

placed on the map. It is not applied during movement segment. 

 

3.2. Zone of Control (ZOC). 

Every unit has a Zone of Control in the six hexes surrounding it. 

- A ZOC not extend into a Water hex or across impassable hexside (yes, that means that they do extend across unbridged 
major rivers). 

- Two or more ZOCs overlapping in one hex have the same effect as a single ZOC. 

- The ZOCs affect the supply lines, movement, retreat, and placement of reinforcements. (Refer to 3.3, 9.1, 10.6 and 12.1). 

 

3.3. Communication line. 

A communication line is a series of adjacent hexes going from a friendly source to the unit.  A communication line is used 
for the judgment of a supply states. The communication line cannot be drawn from the supply source occupied by the 
enemy. The contact line is used for the supply judgment and placement of reinforcements. (See 11.0 and 12.0). 

(1) A communication line cannot pass through an enemy-controlled city & town hex, an enemy-occupied hex or an enemy 
zone of control (EZOC), unless the hex contains any friendly combat units or HQs.  

(2) A communication lines cannot be drawn through lake hexsides. 

(3) Except for above conditions, the soviet units have no limit for length of communication line. 

Axis units have no limit for length of communication line as long as on the railroad which may trace communication line 
only trace by railroad hexside. When out of railroad hex, only trace within 6 hexs from such railroad hex. A communication 
line does not extend to a hex that is 7 hexs o more away.  

 

3.4. Control of a city and town hexes. 

(1) At the start of the game, the city in the east of the start line is under Soviet control, and the west is under the control of 

the Axis. 

(2) Since the start of the game, the city hex is controlled by the last unit of a player that is entry in take control.  

 

4.0. Preparation for play. 

(1) Decide each player's side (Axis or Soviet). 

(2) At the time of the start the combat unit with their starting line displayed may be placed in any of the initial deployment 

hexs listed in the entry information, or in the HQ placement hex of the belonging army. 

Up to 2 units (including HQs) can be placed in one hex. At least one unit must be placed in the specified initial placement 

hex. 

(3) The units with appearance information “OPT” are placed in the “SDF Convert Box”. (See 15.2). 

(4) Place a combat unit with no entry information in your army's throwable box. The units in the input-ready box will appear 
in the game as reinforcements. (See 12.0) 

(5) HQ units with an initial placement hex on the map will be placed in the hex in which the designated HQ symbol is printed. 
Other HQ units will be placed in the friendly available box. 

(6) All units are placed on the full-strength side (table). 

(7) Each player has all his friendly command chits available. (See 6.0) 



(8) Place the turn marker on the "1" on the turn track. 

 

5.0. Procedure of play. 

The following is the procedure of progress of this game. These steps constitute a turn and are repeated until the designated 

turn is completed or the victory condition is achieved. (See 14.4) 

(1) Command chit selection phase.  

Each player must secretly select a specified number of command chits each turn, and place them into the same cup (see 
6.0). 
(2) Order execution phase. 
A command chit or order chit is drawn randomly from the cup. The player to whom this chit belongs becomes the active 
player. The active player executes the corresponding command chit. (See 7.0) 
(3) Activation phase 
If activation is performed in the command execution phase, the activated HQ activates other combat units. (Refer to 8.0) 
(4) Action phase 
The active player can move and combat by his activated units as following procedure:  
1) Movement segment: The active player can move his activated units. (See 9.0). 
2) Combat Segment: The active player can attack enemy units using his activated units. (Refer to 10.0) (2) (3) (4) After 
finishing, if the command chit remains in the cup, return to (2) and repeat (2) (3) (4). If there are no command chits left, 
proceed to the end of turn phase. 
(5) Turn end phase 

Advance the turn marker to the next box on the turn track and return to the command chit selection phase of the next turn. 
(See 6.0). 

 

6.0. Command chit selection phase 

6.1. General rule. 

 (1) Each player secretly selects the specified number of command chits in the command selection phase of each 
turn, and put all selected chit into the same cup. 

(2) The remaining command chits are placed face down at separate space and are not used on that turn. 

(3) A player may not check the command units in the cup or in his opponent´s remaining command chits. 

 

6.2. Command chit selection. 

Select the command chit according to the following conditions: 

(1) Soviet army. 

The Soviet player can select the number of his friendly command chits listed in the "SU Com" column of this 
turn track. 

(2) Axis force. 

The Axis player can select the number of army chits listed in the "GER Com" column of this turn on 
the turn track. 

(3) Common command chit. 

SUPPLY chit is always in the cup. The SUPPLY chit is a common order chit for both players. (See 11.0) 

6.3. Guderian. 

 Guderian command chit (Guderian) is a special command chit. 

(1) If the Axis player chooses a Guderian command chit, it can be left in the cup and at hand. (It counts among the limits 
of the number of chits (GER Com) that can be selected this turn). 
(2) If you have the Guderian command chit in your hand, you can use it in an interrupt order. (Refer to 7.3) 
 

7.0. Order execution phase. 
To activate HQ / combat units, receive reinforcements, etc., you need to draw the appropriate command chit. 
 
7.1. Procedure. 
The order execution is performed in the following procedure: 
(1) During the command activation phase, randomly draw one by one command chit from the cup. Which player draws 
does not matter. 
(2) The owner of draw chit becomes the active player and execute order of the drawn chit.  
(3) Execute the drawn order. 
(4) When the command execution is finished, the active player places the command chit face up on the used command 



chit box. The drawn order chit becomes used and cannot be used until the next turn's command selection. 
 
7.2. Execute an order 
The active player activates one of the following commands in response to the command chit drawn. 
1) HQ chit command. Activate the HQ corresponding to the command chit. (Refer to 8.0) 
2) SOVIET REINF (Soviet Army Reinforcement)/AXIS REINF (Axis army Reinforcement): The appropriate player receives 
the reinforcement. (See 12.0) 
3) RESERVE/OKH * special rule: You can activate the units on the map directly instead of activating the normal HQ. (See 
15.1) 
4) supply check: If the supply judgment chit is drawn, both players will make a supply judgment. (See 11.0) 
 
7.3. Interrupt order 
The Axis player can order an interrupt command using the Guderian command chit in your hand. 
1) The Axis player can see the drawn chit and return it to the cup to make an interrupt command using the Guderian 
command chit instead. 
2) Activate the 2PzA (Second Armored Army. 2 Panzerarmee) HQ immediately if you activate the Guderian command chit 
in an interrupt command order. 
3) After all chits in the cup have been drawn, if the Guderian command chit is not yet played, an interrupt command from 
the Guderian command chit is triggered before the end of turn phase. 
 

8.0. Activation 

When a HQ is activated, all combat units within the HQ's command range are activated (no HQs).  
 
8.1. General rule. 
If a Command Chit activates one of the HQs, the activated HQ can activate the other combat units listed below. 
(1) Activated HQs activate all combat units within their command range, regardless of IDs and type symbol colors. 
(2) Units may be activated any number of times in one turn by different HQs following different chit draws.  
(3) All activated units can move and fight once per command execution phase. 
(4) HQs units cannot activate other HQs. 
 
8.2. Command range. 
Command range is expressed as a number of hexes counted from the HQ. A HQ with a command range of 4 can thus 
activate friendly combat units up to 4 hexs away (3 intervening hexes). 
(1) Command range is determined at the moment the HQ is activated. 
(2) At the moment the HQ is activated, only the combat units within its command range are activated. 
(3) Activated combat units may later leave the HQ's command as result of movement, retreat or advance after combat. 
(4) Supply status, enemy units present, terrain (including the major River), and EZOCs do not affect the command range. 
 

9.0. Movement 
In the movement segment, the active player can move his activated HQs and combat units. 
 
9.1. General rule. 
(1) Movement will be performed for each unit, one at a time. The order of movement is at the player's discretion. However, 
you cannot start moving the next unit until the movement of one unit is complete. 
(2) All units move along a hex. The direction of movement is at the player's discretion. You do not have to move it. 
(3) Each unit can choose between normal movement or strategic movement for each movement segment. 
 
9.2. Normal movement. 
(1) The player moves units within the range of movement given to each unit. 
- Movement allowance defines how much the unit can move during one movement procedure. 
- The amount of movement points (MP) that a unit consumes to enter a hex depends on the terrain (see Terrain Effects 
Table). 
- If the unit moves across a stream, it expend one movement point (MP) in addition to the normal MP cost of the entered 
hex. (Refer to the terrain effect table). 
- If you move units along the road, unit spend 1 MP by hex, regardless of the other terrain in that hex. 
(2) Entering or leaving a hex in an EZOC costs a unit 2 extra MPs. This extra cost is cumulative. In other words, if you 
move directly from an EZOC into to another EZOC, you need a total of 4 additional MPs. 
(3) Movement beyond the mayor River is subject to the following restrictions: 
- Movement across the major River must start its move adjacent to the river. Its move across the river but must then stop, 
and can go no further in that movement segment.  
- If the movement start and end in hexes that are both in EZOCs, you cannot move across the mayor River. Crossing a 
major river hex side is not allowed if the hexs on each side of the river (the hex in which the unit starts and the one it wants 
to enter) are in EZOCs, even if the river hex side is a bridged hex side, and even if there are friendly units in the EZOCs. 
- The above 1 - 2 restrictions do not apply if adjacent hexes and bridges are adjacent. 
(4) If it enters the following hexes, it consumes the MPs specified below. If you do not have enough movement allowance, 
you cannot enter that hex. 
1. Light Forest Hex: Mechanized: 2 Movement points / non-mechanized: 1 Movement point 
2. Marsh Hex: Mechanized: 3 movement points / Non-mechanized: 2 movement points 



3. Deep Forest Hex: Mechanized: 3 Movement points / Non- mechanized: 2 Movement points 
 

 
Normal movement example: 
A german infantry unit with a movement allowance of 5 move. 

(1) The unit can move 1 movement in A hex with a total of 5 movement points with +2 movement points (leaving from 
the enemy zone of control) and +2 movement points (entering an enemy zone of control). 

(2) Hexs B cannot be moved into because the cost of movement points: 2 movement points for the forest + 4 movement 
points (leaving and entering an enemy zone of control), and a total of 6 movement points are required. 

(3) Hex C cannot move into because 1 movement point (clear terrain) + 1 movement point (river) + 4 movement points 
(leaving and entering an enemy zone of control). 

 
9.3. Strategic movement. 
(1) A unit using a road to move along the road hex expends only 1⁄2 MP instead of the normal MP cost of the terrain if the 
following conditions are met: 
- A moving unit must start the movement segment in a hex containing a road and all movement follows along the road 
during its entire move. 
- The unit must neither start its move in an EZOC nor enter an EZOC during the movement segment.  
- Railroad lines cannot be used in the Strategic movement. 
(2) Follow the normal movement rules except for the above restrictions. 

 
Strategic movement example: 

(1) A German infantry unit with 5 movement allowance moves with 5 movement points in strategic movement to the 
hex A. 

(2) If an enemy unit is in the X hex, it cannot enter. Must finish moving in C hex. 
 

10.0. Combat 
The active player can attack adjacent enemy units with units activated in the combat segment. An empty hex is never 
attacked. 
Regardless of the overall strategic situation, in the Combat Phase, the active player is called the “attacker” and the other 
player is called the “defender”. 
 
10.1. General rule. 
The attack is optional. Activated units are not forced to attack enemy units.  
(1) Activated units can only attack one adjacent hex in each combat segment. A unit cannot attack two or more hexes. If 
two units are stacked in the same hex, it is possible to break into separate hexes to attack. 
(2) Units that are not activated cannot participate in the attack. 
(3) A single hex can be attacked only once per combat segment. Units in two or more hexs adjacent to the same hex can 
attack it together. If two or more units attack the same hex, their attack strengths are added together, and only one combat 
is resolved. 
(4) If several enemy units are stacked in the attacked hex, the attacker must attack all of them. The defense strengths of 
the units are added together. 
(5) A unit separated from an attacked hex by an impassable hexside cannot participate in the attack. 
 
10.2. Procedure. 
For each attacked hex, use the following steps to resolve the combat. 
(1) The attacker declares which unit will attack which hex. The attacker decides the order to resolve the combats. 
(2) For each combat, calculate the strength of the attacker and defender to find the ratio on the combat result table, and 
modifiy it if necessary (see 10.3). 
(3) Roll one dice on the CRT and apply the combat result (see 10.4). 
 
10.3. Combat ratio determination 
(1) Attack and defense. 
To resolve a combat, first add the attack strengths of the attacker´s participating units and then combine the defense 



strengths of the defender´s participating units. 
The following factors affect offensive and defensive strengths: 
1. Units attacking across a river hexside (bridged or unbridged), halve their attack strengths. If a combat involves units that 
attack across a river hexside and units that do not, only those attacking across the river hexside halve their attack strengths.  
2. A unit retreating from another hex into to a combat cannot add defense. 
3. Supply status has no effect on unit strength. 
(2) Strength ratio. 
The total attack strength divided by the total defense strength gives the combat ratio. When calculating ratios, the fractions 
are rounded down, to either the nearest column on the CRT or when above of 10-1, the nearest whole ratio. 
Example: 15: 5 is a 3-1 strength ratio. 26: 9 will be a battle ratio of 2-1. At 12: 7, the battle ratio is 1.5-1. At 18:13, the battle 
ratio is 1-1. 25: 2 is a 10-1 combat ratio. 

(3) Column shift. 

If the defending unit is in a hex of a particular terrain, shift the strength ratio to the left (see the Terrain Effects Table). If 
there is one shift effect, it shifts to the strength ratio immediately below on the Terrain Effect Table, or in the case of 10-1 
or more, from 10-1 or more to the nearest whole ratio. 
Example: If you have a city in a forest hex, the strength ratio is shifted by two in favor of the defender. Thus a 3-1 attack is 
1.5-1 (2-1 in the first shift and 1.5-1 in the next shift). When shifting 2 from 12-1, it will be 8-1. 
(4) Upper and lower limits. 
If it finally becomes a strength ratio smaller than 1-1, cannot attack. If it is greater than 10-1, the combat is resolved on the 
10-1+ column of the CRT.  

 

10.4. Determination of combat results. 

(1) Once the final combat ratio has been calculated, the attacker rolls one die and applies the result on the corresponding 
row under the appropriate column of the CRT.  

(2) All combat results are represented by the number of step losses and the number of retreat hexes. 

 

1. Ax: Attacker x step loss 

2. -: No effect 

3. R: All units Defender retreat 1 hex 

4. RR: All unit’s defender retreat 2 hexs 

5. x RR: Defender x Step Loss + All Units retreat 2 Hexs 

 

Examples: 

1. [A1]: The attacker loses one step in total from all units participating in the attack. 

2. [R]: The defender must retreat all units participating in the battle one hex. 

3. [2 RR]: The defender must lose 2 steps in total from all units participating in the battle, and the remaining units must 
retreat 2 hexes. 

 

10.5. Step losses. 

A loss step is applied in one of the following ways: 

1. Remove one step by flipping a full-strength unit to its reduced-strength side, or eliminating a reduced-strength unit 

or a unit with no reduced-strength side. The owning player allocates steps losses as he pleases among his units.   

2. The player who suffers the step loss chooses a unit that will cause the step loss. 

Example: If two stacks of full strength suffer a two-step loss result, the owning player either eliminate one unit or 
flip both units as a loss of strength to their reduced strength side.  

 

10.6. Retreat. 

If the player has suffered a retreat, the player affected by “R” or “RR” results must retreat one or two hexs after combat.  

(1) Retreat is not normal movement; retreating units do not expend MPs.  

(2) Units in a stack that are forced to retreat may split and retreat to different hexes. 

(3) Units forced to retreat into the following hexes will be destroyed: 

* Off map. 

* Complete sea hex. 

* Across an impassable hexsides. 

* Across a major river hexside without a bridge at second hex of the retreating. 

(4) Each combat unit forced to retreat into an EZOC (even if this ZOC contains friendly units) must lose one step. 

(5) If the stack limit is exceeded in the last hex of the retreat path, you must retreat one additional hex. If it exceeds the 

stacking limit in the new hex, it must retreat another hex, etc.  

(6) A retreat must be made within the shortest distance to any one of hex may trace communication line (see 3.3) from the 

army source of supply. 

If there are multiple matching hexes at the same distance, you must select a retreat destination by avoiding the above 

hexes in the order of (3) (4) (5). 

 

 



10.7. Advance after combat. 

(1) If, as a result of the combat, the attacked hex becomes vacated by the retreat or destruction of the enemy unit, the 

attacking units can advance after the combat. 

* Non-mechanized units: may advance 1 hex. 

* Mechanized units: may advance one or two hexs (even if the defender retreated only one hex). 

However, if you move into a major city, town, a light forest, a deep forest, or a swamp hex, you can only move one hex. if 

you cross a river or major river cannot enter to second hex during advance after combat. 

(2) Advance after combat is optional. The attacking player may advance all or some of the attacking stacks, or it may not 

advance at all. 
(3) Units that advance after combat do not expends MPs. The EZOCs are ignored. 
(4) It is also possible for units that participated in the same combat to advance to different hexes. 
(5) The first hex of advance must be the attacked hex. 
(6) You cannot advance to the following hexes after combat: 
* Across the impassable hexside. 
* Enter a complete sea hex. 
* Off map. 
* Stacking limit is exceeded at the end of the advance after combat. 
 

11.0. Supply. 

If the marker supply is drawn, both sides check the supply state according to the following procedure: 
The process of check the supply is done by the Soviet army first.  
 
11.1. Status supply. 
(1) A unit that cannot draw a communication line from the supply source at the time of check of supply will lose one step. 
(Refer to 3.3 and 10.5). 
(2) Supply status does not affect for combat strength nor movement allowance.  
11.2. Move to fillable (available) box. 
Each player can remove any friendly unit from the map and transfer it to the "fillable supply box". Units can be anywhere 
on the map, but cannot move a unit that cannot trace a line from the source supply. 
The unit that has been transferred to the “fillable box” is the reinforcement of your army. When an order is activated, it will 
appear on the map subject to the same restrictions as normal reinforcements. 

 

12.0. Reinforcement 

  Player receive reinforcement by friendly REINF ("reinforcement") chit from force pool by following procedure: 
 
12.1. General rule 
Units received for reinforcements appear on the map by railroad. 
(1) Place it in any railroad hex not in EZOC which may trace communication line by only railroad (see 3.3) from the friendly 
supply source via the railroad. It may be out of the command range of your own headquarters. 
Note: If the supply source is in an EZOC, it can be placed in the source hex itself. 
(2) When reinforcements appear, cannot enter into the EZOC, even if there are friendly units.  
Also, it cannot enter nor pass through major cities and town hexs under enemy control. 
 
12.2. Number of reinforcements. 
(1) When a reinforcement chit is drawn, the number of arbitrary units specified in the reinforcement column on the turn 
track (German Army: GER Reinf / Soviet Union: SU Reinf), will be selected from the “available box” (even HQs) to appear 
as reinforcements. 
(2) If there are no units in the Fillable (available) Box, the corresponding reinforcement will be lost. 
 
12.3. Unit reappearance 
(1) Non-mechanized Soviet units (including HQs) destroyed as a result of step losses or retreats from combat are returned 
to the available box. Units returned to the Fillable or available Box can re-appear in the game as regular reinforcements. 
(2) Axis units, units destroyed in supply checks, and mechanized units that has been destroyed no longer appear in the 
game. 
 
13.0. Command unit 

 The HQ unit represents the HQ and direct support units. 
HQ units have the same ZOC as regular combat units, and can move, fight, advance and retreat after combat. All rules 
that apply to regular combat units also apply to HQ units, except as noted below. 
(1) HQ units cannot be activated by other HQs. 
(2) When the command chit of an HQ that is not on the map is activated, will be discarded. 
(3) If a HQ unit is removed from the map in combat, it will be placed in the Available Box. 
(4) A HQ unit in an "available box" can appear on the map when its own "reinforcement" order is triggered, just like a regular 



reinforcement. 
(5) If it is removed from the map as a result of the supply judgment, it will never appear in the game. 
 
14.0. Typhoon Blitz Rules 
 
14.1. Weather effect 
In the game, the weather effects are as follows: Apply the “no effect” on the clear turn. 
14.1.1. Mud: The following effects will be applied for 3 to 5 turns: 
(1) All clear terrain is regarded as "light forest". 
(2) Ignore all "roads" effects (the effect of the bridge by road remains effective). 
(3) All combat ratios are shifted one column in favor of the defender. 
 
14.1.2. Frost 
Apply the following effects for 6-7 turns: 
(1) All clear terrain is regarded as "light forest". 
(2) All combat ratios are shifted one column in favor of the defender. 
 
14.1.3. Snow 
Apply the following effects in the 8 turn: 
(1) All flat ground is regarded as "light forest". 
(2) Ignore all "roads" effects (the effect of the bridge by road remains effective). 
(3) All Soviet combat units will be able to enter and leave in the EZOCs with an additional 1 MP.  
(4) During battle and defense, all combat ratios are shifted two columns in favor of the Soviet army. 
Note: All weather column shifts apply cumulatively with the hex terrain effect (one column shift) in hexes where the clear 
hex is considered a “light forest” due to weather conditions. 
 

 14.2. Defensive position hex. 
(1) In combat against a defensive position hex, Soviet units (only) gain 4 points of intrinsic defenses. In hexes without 
Soviet units, this effect cannot be obtained. 
(2) Except for the above, a position hex follows the effects of other terrain in the same hex. 
 
14.3. Moscow garrison 
(1) If the Soviet player has drawn the "SOVIET REINF" command chit in the order execution procedure during 4 turns, from 
4 to 7 turns, aside from the regular reinforcements of the turn, we will receive 4 units of each turn as Moscow garrison 
(Moscow) units. 
(2) The Moscow garrison (Moscow) units are randomly selected from your army´s available box like regular reinforcements. 
(3) Moscow garrison (Moscow) units may be placed in any hex under the control of Moscow, subject to stacking limits. It 
does not matter if the communication line cannot be drawn or into the EZOCs. If it cannot be placed, it will be carried over 
to the next turn. 
(4) Units appearing as Moscow garrison (Moscow) can be used normally thereafter. 
 
14.4. Victory conditions 
(1) At the end of the 10th turn, if you control more than 10 major cities including at least 2 hexs of Moscow and Tula and 
are on connecting line, the game ends with an Axis Army victory. 
(2) If during the game you control at least two hexes of Moscow and Tula at the same time, and you control more than eight 
major cities at the end of the 12th turn, and are connecting line, the Axis player will win. 
(3) In all other cases, the Soviet army will win. 
 
15.0 Special rules 

 15.1. RESERVE/OKH 
The Soviet Army RESERVE/Axis Army OKH chits can be selected in the same way, replacing the normal command chits 
during the order selection phase. If the RESERVE/OKH chit is drawn from the cup during the command execution phase, 
it will activate units on the map directly instead of activated HQ. 
(1) When activating with the RESERVE/OKH chit, roll one die to activate the following number of units. 
1 to 4: 3 units, 5: 4 units, 6: 5 units 
(2) If a unit activated in reserve is within the command range of any HQ, it can move and fight using its normal movement 
and combat strength. It is also possible to move in Strategic movement. 
If not within the command range of any HQ, only normal movement is possible. The movement allowance is halved. 
There is no such limitation when activated by OKH. 
(3) You can also activate HQ with RESERVE/OKH. However, a command unit activated by RESERVE/OKH cannot 
activated another unit.  

 15.2. Conversion to the Guard Division 
The Soviet player can convert 3 Rifles units into Red Army Guard Division. 
(1) When the 8th turn "SOVIET REINF" command is activated, can be converted. 



(2) Remove any 3 Rifles divisions (also available in EZOCs) on the map that are connected to the communication line and 
replace them with 3 units of the Red Army Guard Division in the "Guard Convert Box (GD Convert)". 
 
15.3. Command chit limit 

On the 2nd turn, the soviet army cannot select the command chits of the following HQ by command selection: 31A、49A、

32A、33A、5A、10A 

 
15.4. Supply source out of map  
The Soviet troops can use all hexes on the eastern edge of the map and all hexs east of the hexs not occupied by the axis.  
 
15.5. Guderian´s dimissal 
(1) From the ninth turn, roll one dice at the start of each turn, if the roll is 5 to 6 Gudarian will be dismissed. 
(2) If Guderian is dismissed, the Guderian command chit will be used as a normal 2PzA (second armored army, 2 
Panzerarmee) chit. The effects of 6.3 and 7.3 cannot be used. 
 

Terrain effect table 
 

Terrain  Movement   Combat  Advance after combat 
 
Clear   1 PM    0 Shift   Up to 2 hexs 

 
Light forest  Mechanized: 2PMs  1 Shift  
   Non-mechanized: 1PM         + 2 shifts in the city  1 
 

Deep forest  Mechanized: 3PMs  2 Shift  
   Non-mechanized: 2PMs         + 3 shifts in the city  1 
 

Swamps  Mechanized: 3PMs  1 Shift  
   Non-mechanized: 2PMs         + 2 shifts in the city  1 
 

Lake   No possible   No possible  No possible 
 

Town        -------   +1 shift   1 
 

Major city  1 PM    2 Shifts   1 
Between the major city hexes that are adjacent to each other are considered as road & railway  
(if the river is crossing, it is considered as bridge hex side) 

 

Mountain  No entry except on the road 2 Shifts   1 
   The mountain division have 
   Total movility 

 

River   +1 PM    Attack strength ½  1 
 

Major river  All PMs    Attack strength ½  1 
   ZOC no possible 
 

Road   Normal movement: 1PM 
   March movement: ½ PM     ----------      --------- 
 

Railway    ---------       ----------      --------- 
Supply source 

 
-------- = Refer other terrain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  
 
    
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


